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Ⅰ.Application note

VG3751T240NFS1 wireless module, based on Texas Instruments' CC2640R2F 4*4 packaged

high-performance wireless transceiver chip design, is a small size, low power consumption, long-distance

two-way wireless transceiver module, the module has integrated 24MHz high-speed crystal and 32.768kHz

Low-speed crystals.

The CC2640R2F device is a wireless microcontroller (MCU) for Bluetooth 4.2 and Bluetooth 5 low energy

applications. This device is a member of the SimpleLink ultra-low power CC26xx series of 2.4 GHz radio

frequency devices.

The extremely low active RF and MCU current and low-power mode current consumption provide excellent

battery life and allow operation in small coin cell batteries and energy harvesting applications. The SimpleLink

Bluetooth low energy CC2640R2F device contains a 32-bit ARM Cortex-M3 core (running at 48 MHz) as the

main processor, and a rich set of peripheral functions, including a unique ultra-low power sensor controller.

This sensor controller is ideal to interface external sensors and collect analog and digital data autonomously,

while the rest of the system is in sleep mode. Therefore, the CC2640R2F device is very suitable for a wide range

of applications with long battery life, small size and ease of use. The power and clock management of the

CC2640R2F wireless MCU and the radio system require specific configuration and processing through software

to work normally. This has been implemented in TI-RTOS. TI recommends using this software framework for all

application development on the device.

The module integrates all radio frequency related functions and devices. Users do not need to have a deep

understanding of radio frequency circuit design, and can use this module to easily develop wireless solutions

and wireless IoT devices with stable performance and high reliability.
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application：

Microcontroller

 Powerful ARM® Cortex®-M3

 EEMBC CoreMark® score: 142

 Up to 48MHz clock speed

 128KB in-system programmable flash memory

 TI-RTOS and Bluetooth® software in ROM

 Up to 28KB system SRAM, of which 20KB is ultra-low leakage static random access memory (SRAM)

 8KB SRAM, suitable for cache or system RAM use

 2-pin cJTAG and JTAG debugging

 Support over-the-air upgrade (OTA)

 Ultra low power sensor controller

 Can operate independently of the rest of the system

 16-bit architecture

 2KB ultra-low leakage code and data SRAM

 Efficient code size architecture, loading drivers, Bluetooth low-power controllers, and bootloaders

in read-only memory (ROM)

Peripherals

 All digital peripheral pins can be connected to any GPIO

 Four general-purpose timer modules

(8 × 16 bits or 4 × 32 bits, both using pulse width modulation (PWM))

 12-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC), 200MSPS, 8-channel analog multiplexer

 Duration Comparator
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 Ultra-low power analog comparator

 Programmable current source

 UART

 2 synchronous serial interfaces (SSI) (SPI, MICROWIRE and TI)

 I2C

 I2S

 Real Time Clock (RTC)

 AES-128 security module

 True Random Number Generator (TRNG)

 10, 15 or 31 GPIO, depending on the package options used

Low power consumption

 Wide power supply voltage range

 Normal working voltage: 1.8V to 3.8V

 External regulator mode: 1.7V to 1.95V

 Active mode RX: 5.9mA

 Active mode TX (0dBm): 6.1mA

 Active mode TX (+5dBm): 9.1mA

 Active mode MCU: 61µA/MHz

 Active mode MCU: 48.5 CoreMark/mA

 Active mode sensor controller: 0.4mA + 8.2μA/MHz

 Standby current: 1.1μA (RTC operation, RAM/CPU retention)

 Shutdown current: 100nA (wake up when an external event occurs)
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Radio Frequency (RF) section

 2.4GHz RF transceiver, compliant with Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) 4.2 specification

 Excellent receiver sensitivity (BLE corresponding to -97dBm), selectivity and blocking performance

 102dB (BLE) link budget

 Programmable output power up to +5dBm

 Single-ended or differential RF interface

 Applicable to systems that comply with various global radio frequency regulations

 ETSI EN 300 328 (Europe)

 EN 300 440 Class 2 (Europe)

 FCC CFR47 Part 15 (United States)

 ARIB STD-T66 (Japan)

application：

 Home and building automation

 Industry

 Retail

 Health and medical

 Hidden
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Ⅱ.technical parameter

Technical

index
parameter Remark

voltage range 1.8～3.8V General application 3.0V/3.3V

Frequency

Range

2400MHz

Output Power -21 ~ 5dBm

Wireless rate 125kbps ~2Mbps Programmable configuration

Modulation GFSK

Receiving

sensitivity

-103dBm@125k bps, BLE5.0

Receive

bandwidth

-

Emission

current

9.1mA Transmit power = 5dBm

Receive current 5.9mA

Sleep current <1uA

Drive interface SOC scheme

Antenna

impedance

50Ω

Antenna

connection

method

PCB board or side stamp hole

Operating

temperature
-40℃ ~ 85℃

Size 11.5 x 10.0mm
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Ⅰ.Pin location map

Figure 1-1 Top view
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Ⅳ.Pin description

Num Pin Types Describe

1 VCC
power

supply

Power supply-positive

2 GND
power

supply

Power supply-negative

3 DIO0 I/O
Directly connected to the chip DIO_0 digital I/O pin,

software configurable function

4 DIO1 I/O
Directly connected to the chip DIO_1 digital I/O pin,

software configurable function

5 DIO2 I/O
Directly connected to the chip DIO_2 digital I/O pin,

software configurable function

6 TMS I/O Directly connect the chip JTAG_TCKC pin

7 TCK I/O Directly connected to the JTAG_TMSC pin of the chip

8 DIO3 I/O
Directly connected to the chip DIO_3 digital I/O pin,

software configurable function

9 DIO4 I/O
Directly connected to the chip DIO_4 digital I/O pin,

software configurable function

10 RST I Directly connect to the RESET_N pin of the chip

11 DIO5 I/O
Directly connect the chip DIO_5 digital I/O pin,

support analog function, software configurable function

12 DIO6 I/O
Directly connect the chip DIO_6 digital I/O pin,

support analog function, software configurable function

13 DIO7 I/O
Directly connect the chip DIO_7 digital I/O pin,

support analog function, software configurable function

14 DIO8 I/O
Directly connect the chip DIO_8 digital I/O pin,

support analog function, software configurable function

15 DIO9 I/O
Directly connect the chip DIO_9 digital I/O pin,

support analog function, software configurable function

16 GND power Power supply-negative
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supply

17 GND
power

supply

Power supply-negative

18 ANT I/O RF signal input/output, connected to a 50Ω antenna
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Ⅴ.Hardware connection diagram
Support 2 kinds of interface programming connection, JTAG interface mode will occupy 2 ordinary IO ports, if

the application IO port is not enough, you can choose c_JTAG mode. This module antenna supports PCB

onboard antenna and external antenna (connected through the side stamp hole). Choose one of the two

methods. The hardware selection connection method is shown in Figure 5-2 and 5-3.

If the PCB onboard antenna method is selected, the reserved circuit in Figure 5-1 can be left

unconnected.

Figure 5-1 Programming development hardware connection

Figure 5-2 PCB onboard antenna Figure 5-3 External antenna
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Ⅵ.Antenna matching
The antenna is very important to the transmission distance of the radio frequency module. In practical

applications, it is convenient for users to adjust the antenna matching later. It is recommended that users

reserve a simple π-type matching circuit between the antenna and the ANT pin output of the module

when designing the schematic diagram. If the antenna is already a standard 50Ω, the component L1 is

attached with 0R resistance, and the components C1 and C2 do not need to be soldered. Otherwise, a

network analyzer needs to be used to measure the actual impedance of the antenna and match to

determine the value of C1, L1, and C2. The trace from the ANT pin of the module to the antenna end

should be as short as possible. It is recommended that the trace width be at least 0.5MM and the length

should not exceed 30MM.

6-1 π-type matching circuit
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Ⅶ.Reflow soldering curve

Ⅷ.Electrostatic damage warning

The radio frequency module is a high-voltage electrostatic sensitive

device, in order to prevent static electricity from damaging the module

1. Strictly follow anti-static measures, and it is forbidden to touch the

module with bare hands during the production process.

2. The module should be placed in a place where static electricity can be

prevented.
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3. The anti-static protection circuit at the high voltage input should be considered when designing the

product.

Ⅸ.Package information

Ⅸ.ⅠMechanical Dimensions(unit:mm)

Tolerence：±0.1mm

number size(mm)

A 15.8

B 11.8

C 0.63

D 1.37

E 1.0

F 0.65

G 0.8

H 1.8
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Ⅹ.Version update instructions

Version Update content Updated Principal

V01 First release January 6, 2020 DropLin

V02

 Update the layout

 Increase purchasing

selection table

January 26, 2021 DropLin

Ⅺ.Procurement Selection Table

Number Model Instruction

1 VG3751T240NFS1-B\D Taping packaging\Individual packaging
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Ⅻ.Statement

1. Due to product version upgrades or other reasons, the content of this document will be updated from time

to time. Unless otherwise agreed, this document is only used as a guide, this article

All statements, information and suggestions in the do not constitute any express or implied guarantee.

2. The company reserves the right of final interpretation and modification of all the materials provided, and

subject to change without notice.

XIII.Contact us

Company: Shenzhen vollgo Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: 205-208, Building C, Wisdom Cloud Valley, No. 1, Sanhe Road, Gaofeng

Community, Dalang Street, Longhua District, Shenzhen

Phone: 0755-23040053

Fax: 0755-21031236

Official website: www.vollgo.com

Business cooperation: sales@vollgo.com




